As the cutting edge tech leader of Crypto.A.M. and a key influencer, both inside and outside the crypto space, Paul is professionally forming your vector for success in the world. When we meet TCLs and inquire about their vision for the future, they often bring up the concept of blockchain being a “platform”, a “pipeline” or “network” to other things. They often half-unconsciously bring up the idea of “molotov cocktail” for a moment. A solid desire for taking control of your own assets. Steele has a reputation for being the primary speaker at blockchain and crypto events. Their vision is to enable the creation of an ecosystem that is both secure and scalable.

City A.M. Reader who would like to attend is more than welcome the Future of Money which promises to be a robust session! Any to learn about the latest trends in Fintech and Blockchain. Power by Tokenise, Daxnet will launch tokenised securities.

With emerging AL and many companies will be made redundant

When with emerging AL and many companies will be made redundant

When at the meeting will take place on the 31st July and I will share details with the Women in Blockchain Meetup reinforcing the future of Money which promises to be a robust session! Any who to learn about the latest trends in Fintech and Blockchain. Power by Tokenise, Daxnet will launch tokenised securities.

Blockchain: More than Cryptocurrency

Jack Walsh: Associate Partner Blockchain Rookies

Come enjoy the first ever tokenised Craft Beer, Scan, get a collectible free pint at the brewery! 

Geman Kraft SE 68R - bit.ly/rfcraftbeer
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